
CHAPTER 14

EFFECTS OF DRIVER 

CONDITION

14.1 Emotions and Driving

14.2  Physical Senses and Driving

14.3  Physical Disabilities























Fringe

vision

Fringe

vision

Studies show young drivers, 

because of their inexperience,

do not use their peripheral

vision well or they don’t 

believe it nor trust it



Central

Fringe
Fringe

Look directly at the word CENTRAL.  Note how hard it is 

to see the boy on the bike and the car in the three mirrors

You have to keep your eyes moving except when you are in or

very near the intersection; then you need to pause in your

scanning  just a bit. It takes practice and experience.









Glare can come when the sun is high in the sky as in this picture, it can be in the 

morning  or it can be as the sun sets in the evening.



Des Moines Register, September 13, 2007



Even if the driver was driving into the sun, 
how could she  not see something as large 
as a big orange school bus?

Look closely at the photo. What saved her 
life was the front of the car hitting the rear 
tire of the bus (blue arrow).  

This teen driver was very fortunate



Des Moines Register, September 13, 2007



Des Moines Register January 26, 2007

Could being

distracted have

a been a factor?



This is a very dangerous situation for about 5 to 10 

seconds until your eyes adjust back to the darkness. 

The faster you are traveling, the more dangerous it is.



A good example of speed smear



Your sense of motion

is especially useful

on ice and snow















The traffic situation below might be a good place

to use the recirc feature of your climate control

system provided it is in the spring, summer or fall.

Don’t use recirc in the winter in this situation. Drop back

from the car in front of you to give yourself more space

Be a smart driver.

If you can smell

exhaust assume

carbon monoxide

Is present and take

precautions






